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Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome.
It’s your Newsletter! Use it.

Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,

NEWSLETTER POLICY

original source unknown.

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.

IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions but those of its
readers.

MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to You” or to

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

the Editor direct at…….

AND FINALLY

You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. let us know
what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have any ideas
about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or don’t like

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional’ obligation to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL
And if Vic (and anyone else, for that matter) can send in a few photos and
Another month gone by!

‘kick off’ those kind of memories, what a ‘nostalgia-fest' we could have!

Easter is now no more than a distant memory and, hopefully, May will begin

Come on, Guys. Get searching your old albums! If Vic's photos have

to bring us the finer and warmer weather that we are all so looking forward

reminded you of some part of your past, please let us know. It's good to

to and deserve. I don’t know about you, but I’m ready to spend much more

share memories.

of my time out of doors. Caravan sited in mid-Wales, barbecue and easy
chairs ready, lots of interesting railways within easy travelling distance.

Thanks also to Tony Hallatt who, this month, has shown us that a

Bring it on!

redundant wall unit need not necessarily end up as landfill or as an
ingredient for tomorrow’s Daily Mirror! With just a little thought, the use of a

I’m also ideally placed to watch the goings on at Dovey Junction (Cambrian

few simple tools and a ‘tolerant’ CO it can be turned into something where

Coast) though I have to say that it’s a paler version of my 1960s memories!

we can display our hobby. All I need now is a redundant wall unit, a few

I was fortunate enough to play rugby in my school days next to this line as

simple tools and a tolerant CO!

it left Shrewsbury via Meole Brace and many was the time my attention
was drawn away from the game by a passing “Dukedog” or “Manor” bound

In the past we’ve had articles about the creation of a useful ‘man cave’,

for Aberystwyth or Pwllheli. In later years (in reality, not so many!), some of

converting a shed, hiding a model railway away when not in use and a host

these iconic locos were replaced by Ivatt 2-6-0s - a nice, compact loco in

of others - all useful and, to a varying degree, relevant to all of us.

their own right, but ……..
That’s sharing knowledge for the benefit of all.
Sadly, though I took many photos at the time, all my photographic
memories have been lost. I have to rely on my own memory of those days.

Let’s keep it up.

Unfortunately, that portion of my memory is now somewhat like a Gruyere
cheese …….. it’s full of holes!! However, seeing the photos this month from

It is through sharing knowledge that our hobby and our own particular skills

Vic Holland’s collection seems to have jogged my own memory into action

grow. Good ideas and good practice should never be hidden away, nor are

and I can picture the 1960s scene looking from the end of Shrewsbury

they the ‘reserve of the few’.

station’s platform toward Coton Hill awaiting the arrival of trains from
Liverpool, Chester and Manchester. Would those following the GWR route

If you’ve got a good idea, something unusual that you’ve found works for

be hauled by a Castle or a King and what would be heading trains on the

you or, like Tony, have found a new use for something and in so doing have

LMS line? Perhaps a City or a Duchess. It was always an enjoyable

given it a new lease of life, let us know about it!

guessing game!
On your model railway, have you given a new lease of life to an old wagon
Equally enjoyable was the noting of all the loco numbers that passed in

by simply making a few, simple alterations to it? Maybe you’ve given an old

either direction (North or South) and returning home at the end of the day

wagon a complete ‘face-lift’, converted it into something else or maybe

to check them off in Ian Allen’s essential ‘Train Spotter’s Guide’. From

used the chassis of a box van for another purpose and used the body as a

memory, the only two colours of Bic biros then available were blue and red.

tool shed. If you’ve done any of those things, please let us know and we

Blue was used to mark locos I had merely “seen”. Red was reserved for

can pass on your ideas to all our readers.

those I had been lucky enough to “cab”!
On a separate, though related note, there is a web/site-cum-newsletter in
Does Ian Allen still publish a “Train Spotter’s Guide”? I must admit I haven’t

the States called Model Railroad Academy which sends out a free

seen one for years but, then, I haven’t looked! Bic now produce their clear

newsletter each week that is packed with info. It’s free to join and is well

plastic encased biros in a bewildering range of colours ……. I wonder if my

worth it - despite the fact that they send out almost as many requests to up-

old local corner shop has caught up with the times or even if it is still there

grade your subscription and try to flog you a host of videos and downloads.

at all! I kind of hope it is, for it served the community well. It was never just

The bait is the free newsletter, the hook quickly follows! If you have the time

a shop! It served as the local centre for the exchange of gossip, it offered a

to keep clearing out your in-box, give it a try.

saving scheme for more expensive items, loans in the form of ‘tick’ when
the week lasted longer than the money and a much prized ‘free’ lollipop for

Ah, well. That’s it from me. I hope you enjoy the read.

‘the kids’ when the weekly shop was paid for. It was a book exchange and
Mr Williams, himself, was no ordinary shopkeeper - he was the font of all

’Til next month ……..

knowledge!

Is it just me, or did life seem so much simpler then?

Now look what you’ve started, Vic!
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HOW DO THEY DO THAT?

so well to DCC commands.

A SMOOTH RUNNING LAYOUT (PART 1)
Mike Hebblethwaite

Couple that with relying on rail joiners to carry the electrical current from
one piece of rail to the next and loss of current is almost guaranteed! Rail

Most people think that electricity acts a bit like water - you know, it travels

joiners are not the most reliable means of electrically joining rails and they

down a wire just like water travels down a pipe. We all assume that if you

can add considerably to resistance.

force water down a pipe at 25psi you will get water coming out of the other
end at 25psi. That is largely true. It travels down the inside of the pipe and,

Does that mean you shouldn’t use ‘set track’ (Hornby, Bachmann, etc) to

if you have no leaks or blockages, it will exit the pipe at pretty much the

create your layout? Of course it doesn’t! What it does mean is if you are

same pressure as it entered it ……… no matter how long the pipe!

going to extend your layout much beyond a basic train set, you should think
about how you are going to help get that electrical current to your tracks…..

Electricity, however, does not behave quite like that. For a start, it doesn’t

all of them!

travel down the inside of the wire! It travels along the outside! And it can
leak “pressure” (voltage) at a, sometimes, alarming rate depending on the

We all want a smooth running and reliable layout. So how do we help that

material it is being asked to travel along. This “leakage” is called resistance.

electrical current get round?

So it may be that you put 12 volts into the beginning of your rail network, but
you may not get 12 volts out at the other end!

I mentioned copper earlier on as being a good conductor of electricity.
That’s why it’s used to carry electricity round our homes! And that’s why we

OK. So what does that mean for us railway modellers?

should use it to help on our layouts. It offers a very low resistance to
electricity. Far, far less that the rails and their joiners.

We feed our rails with electricity from our control system and it matters little
whether it’s DC or DCC. Rails these days are usually nickel silver - they

The answer to smooth running has as much to do with what you put under

don’t go rusty and they stay nice and shiny for longer than their cheaper

your baseboard as the rails that run on top of it!

steel cousins. Nickel silver, however, is not the best conductor of electricity
O.K. Blurb over.
Let’s get on with it!
But first - all you
electronics wizards
can skip this
article, it was not
written with you in
mind. It was written
for the likes of me
who struggles to
correctly wire up a
door bell!

Now we can go!

The photo (left) shows
the two ‘bus’ wires
that run the length of
“Purgatory Junction”.
It clearly shows
several ‘jumper’ wires
that distribute power
to several areas of the
baseboard they are
mounted on.

and its resistance to an electrical current is much higher than, say, copper
or brass. The result is that, without help, your electrical current may struggle
a bit to get round your layout and you may find that there are
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places where your locos run noticeably slower or don’t respond

And let’s go for very simple DC first
If you are using “flexi-track”, make a jumper connection to each length of
You’ve got a basic oval of single track and a few sidings and then, for

rail. If you are using “set-track” then every third or fourth rail section should

whatever reason (maybe a rich relative remembered you!) you find you’ve

be good enough. Connect the jumper wires to the outside of your rails, that

got surplus cash to extend your railway empire. You decide to keep your

way you avoid any solder ‘blobs’ on the inside of your rails which could

basic oval, but you can now afford to extend and fill your attic/cellar/garage

cause derailments! Make sure the rails are clean and free of any trace of

with it! Whatever. The run round your layout is now much longer than it was

grease where you intend to solder!

and the shorter the odds on potential electrical losses! How do you stop that
problem in its tracks (excuse the pun!)?

Beware! Without some further work all your sidings will be “live”……as will
every other part of your layout, but more of that later.

With a bus wire and jumpers, that’s how!

Bus wire?

It’s simply a
double, single
core wire laid the
length of your
layout to which
your jumpers are
attached. Forget
any images you
may have of
washing lines full of raglan sweaters. You simply need two wires (both
single core) running the length of your layout, preferably one red, the other
black. These are easily stripped out of domestic 15-30 amp, flat cable …..
you know, the sort of wire used for electric cookers and ovens. One end of
these is connected to your controller, the other end just ends at the far end

If you can, place your bus wire near to the front edge (or along one side) of

of your layout! That’s your bus wire! Try to lay these wires about an inch

your layout. If you ever up-grade to DCC, the command and power supply

apart. This will save you solving problems later in the development of your

lines for your accessories go to the back of the layout (or the opposite side)

model railway empire.

to avoid interference (more about this in a future article).

Now you need to get all that power from your ‘bus wire’ to the track and this

If you’ve got this far, then your trains should run smoothly and consistently

is done with jumpers (Yes, I know you’ve got a lovely Christmas one, but

over the whole of your layout ……… but you can only have one loco at any

this is not that kind of jumper!). You’ve got one red bus wire and one black.

one time on your rails because the whole layout is live! And that’s not good!

You should connect these to your track periodically using jumpers. These
can be of finer wire, multi-strand is OK but single strand is better. It’s best

So, how do we 'split' the layout into sections so that some parts are only

you decide now which colour goes to where! Red usually goes to the

'live' when we want them to be? How can we have one train running round

outside rail (live, or + in ‘old money’) and black to the inside (return, or -).

the layout whilst we are shunting with another?

Whatever choice you make, you are stuck with it throughout your layout! But
you have to be consistent. Try to keep your jumper wires as straight as

Those are questions we may be exploring next month!

possible - not only does it look neater, it makes any future electrical faults
much easier to trace and electricity prefers straight wires.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
through the On30 Group
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YOUR PHOTOS
VIC HOLLAND
Dear Mike,
Reading your request for contributions
to future Newsletters, I remembered
that I took some photographs of
Macclesfield Hibel Road and Central
stations in the period just before their
reorganisation/demolition for
electrification. There are about 20 in
all, and I attach a sample of four which
I have scanned to the best resolution I
can. They have not been published
anywhere else.
I apologise for their poor resolution
and sepia tint. The photos were mostly
taken in a bit of a panic just before the
bulldozers moved in, and in the
wintertime - not the best conditions.
They were processed by my father in
his amateur darkroom (which doubled
as our kitchen!)
Are they of any interest?
Vic Holland

Are they of interest? Are you kidding, Vic? These are great and
just what this column is all about!
If you’ve got more shots like these, let’s see them. Please!
Anyone remember the ‘old’ Macc Central station? Or Hibel
Road station as pictured here? And how long has it been since
we last saw that Swan Vestas ad?
The cars in the lower photo
look very mid-60s, the trees
are in leaf and the Fair’s in
town so I guess the photo
was taken around the time
of the Barnaby Fair………
but,of course, I could be
completely wrong!!
And that view of the signal
gantry should provide a
challenge to those who are
working on the Club’s ’N’
gauge layout.
If you, the reader, have any
photos ‘salted away’, please
bring them out of hiding!
They can be of any subject
so long as they are,
however tenuously, railway
related.
Go on! Have a look through
those old albums. Have you
got any hidden gems?
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Editor

Key for Vic’s photos
Upper photo - Central Station LMS pattern down signal gantry

Many thanks, Phil. A great photo and I’m sure there are those amongst our readers
who will remember 46233 heading up the likes of ‘The Royal Scot’ and ‘The Mid-Day
Scot’.

Centre left - Hibel Road Station down platform entrance
Centre right - Hibel Road LMS pattern departure board (at the top of the

For anyone interested in learning more about this loco, simply Google ‘BR 46233’ and

down platform ramp)

a wealth of information will be found as well as several videos of the loco in action.

Lower photo - Central Station/Buxton Road bridge from Sparrow Park.

Editor

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

There will be more photos from Vic over the coming issues.

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”
AND FROM PHIL CLARKE ………….

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
We have a “spot the difference”

0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CABOOSE HOBBIES INC”
500 South Broadway, Denver, CO 80209, United States
+1 303-777-6766

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)

Whilst the photo above is very good and full of atmosphere, it is somewhat
spoilt by a fellow rail enthusiast who has managed to get in on the act.
A little ‘cleaning up’ and a “Beam him up, Scottie” with an airbrush and we

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY

have the perfect picture!

01625 850427

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“CHESHIRE MODELS”
37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield
01625 511646
www.cheshiremods.org.uk

MEGAPOINT CONTROLLERS
I was recently asked why we feature MegaPoint Controllers so
The photo was taken at Hartford station on 2nd April 2016 with 46233
heading up the returning “Cumbrian Mountain Express”.

prominently every month and no other, similar systems. Answer?
1) After Dave Fenton had produced his original system, he took the trouble
to talk to railway modellers about what else needed to be ‘incorporated’.

46233 is, of course, ex LMS ‘Duchess of Sutherland’, a Stanier 8p 4-6-2
Princess Coronation class locomotive. She was built in 1938 at Crewe
Works. She was originally built with a single chimney (changed for double
1941) and no deflectors (added 1945). Originally allocated to Camden,
London she was re-assigned to Crewe North depot in 1948. In 1958 she
was allocated to Carlisle Upperby and was withdrawn from service in 1964
having spent her final service years at Edge Hill.

Every feature the On30 Group suggested was included!
2) Dave is a valued member of our Club and we benefit as much from his
support and enthusiasm as he does from ours.
3) His product is simple to install and use, is literally ‘plug and play’ and
does ‘exactly what it says on the tin’…….and it doesn’t cost the Earth!
4) His competitors, so far, have turned down all invitations to demonstrate,
compare, submit supporting articles or even discuss their product!
That’s why!

Astonishingly, she covered some 1,650,000 miles during her 25 year’s
service.
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WHEN THERE’S ONLY ONE WAY TO GO ………….

AND AFTER YOU FLUSH THE LOO ……….

JUST HOW ROUGH DOES THIS LINE GET?

AND FOR ODD IDEAS ……..

One idea that was seriously considered by Russia to move its armed forces
across Siberia in the winter ……… an elevated lightweight track system that
allowed military vehicles to travel above the snow.

Oh. That rough!!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, Crewe
Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk
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IT’S BEEN A WHILE ……………

The On30 Group are progressing (more slowly than they would like) with

Mike Hebblethwaite

their “Purgatory Junction” layout but the time is rapidly approaching to think
seriously about buildings, scenery and, most importantly, scene setting.

Yes, it’s been a while since we featured any of the Club’s layouts.

‘Scene setting’ not only involves the careful placement of buildings and a

The ‘TT’ layout, since it was sold, is obviously no more and we are waiting
for the ‘TT’ Group to come up with some ideas as to what they might like to
produce next. If you are in any way interested in ‘TT’, you now have a
golden opportunity to ‘get in on the ground floor’. No firm plans have yet
been made so you could be a major influence! Even if you think your
modelling skills (like mine!) are not up to par, your ideas certainly are!

If you are ‘TT’ minded in any way, come down to the Club. Your interest is
very much needed!

The ’N’ gauge layout is, unfortunately, in ‘Limbo Land’. It works, trains are
running but much needs to be done to turn it into a model of what
Macclesfield looked like in its heyday. Again, if you are interested in ’N’, then
come along to the Club. We have an important decision to make as to
whether or not we continue to try and complete this very (some say overly)
ambitious project or do we break it up, salvage what we can and start a
new, less ambitious project? If you have any interest in ’N’ gauge, your input
would be much appreciated……..and it may be your opportunity to influence
the direction of and play a major part in a new project.

But the good news is that the ’00’ is up and running and is beginning to look
like a model railway, as I hope the photo will show. If you’ve got any locos or
host of other features to create interesting views and attention to detail, but
also attention being paid to what each scene is trying ‘to say’, what it is
trying to portray and what story it is telling…..and how each of the individual
scenes combine together to portray a railway and its history! Is it possible to
produce an entirely imaginary model yet convince the viewer that it is a
model of a ‘real’ setting, albeit ‘frozen’ in time? That is the challenge the
On30 Group have set themselves!

If you are interested in American On30 and think you would like to become
involved in this ‘private’ project within the Club then get in touch. The aim is
to produce another ‘show topping’ layout to eventually replace “Purgatory
Peak”.

All our Club layouts, groups within the Club and layouts sponsored by the
Club are open to all. You may not think you have the skills we are looking
rolling stock you’d like to give an airing, then please bring them along to the
Club and let them have a spin round the layout. Whilst the layout is
essentially DC, we can cater for DCC.

Although it is not intended to be a model of any particular location it is

for, but you would be wrong! If you have ideas, imagination, a willingness to
learn or simply the ability to encourage others, you are exactly the kind of
person we are looking for!

Modelling skills we can teach.

beginning to take on the appearance of a limestone area and the recent
addition of a ‘dark’, Satanic mill would suggest a non-specific Pennine area.
The station building seems to hark back to London Midland origins with
some more modern additions to the station itself, though the gents’ loo still
sports a ‘penny in the slot’ lock on the ‘thunderbox’ door!

Whatever your model railway interests, we’d love to hear from you. Better
still, pay us a visit and meet the guys who are already involved in our
various projects. At the very least you’ll get a warm welcome, a cup of tea or
coffee and, if we’re feeling particularly generous, a biscuit (or
two)!!
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CONVERT A WALL UNIT INTO A DISPLAY CASE?
NO PROBLEM!
Tony Hallatt

PART 1
Introduction
What follows is an idea born of opportunity. As you will see in Part 2, it grew,
though the original idea was simple and cheap: to display some of my stock
in a way I thought would look good and not attract censure from The Home
Secretary.
Ah, well, we all make mistakes.
To begin at the beginning; I had cleared some shelves in a wall unit and had
not really thought of what could fill the spaces. The H S -rather injudiciously,
I thought- said I could use them as I wished, and so the plan for a few

varnish or paint to finish. Tools were the Stanley knife and several blades,
sandpaper and paint brush.
The ply was cut to the length of the shelf using only the ruler and knife;
thicker material would need a saw and probably a workshop. I decided to
put a base on each shelf and stand the display box on top of that; you could
dispense with the base to no detriment. Since the base was widest, it was
cut first and placed on the shelf to check it fitted.
Next the two verticals were cut to the same length as their base, and lastly
the box top, which rested on top of the verticals, since that seemed a
stronger arrangement. It is really important to have cut the lines absolutely
straight, as the glue has to make a strong bond between the sides and the
top. Do one side at a time, and leave several hours to set properly before
tackling the remaining side. Pinning such thin material is not practicable so
the glue has to do all the work. Make sure the lengths are absolutely exact
before any gluing takes place, for the boxes will support your models but
they will not withstand assaults by tools! I did not glue the box to the base
as I wanted to store trains inside the box, though gluing box to base would
make the whole production stronger. I placed wooden spacers on the base
and inside the box to hold the box in place.
One of the boxes I made with fillets of wood inside
to support the joints; the other box did not seem to
need it. Perhaps a stronger bond might have been
obtained with a glue gun, but I did not think of that at
the time.
To match the wall unit, I decided to varnish the box
and base.

Aftermath
I was pleased with the result and placed a display of
stock immediately. I was still basking in a wonderful
glow of satisfaction that evening when the following
exchange took place:
“No scenery?”
“No.” (Me)
“It looks awful.”
To say I was miffed would be an understatement. A
few hours’ reflection changed criticism to
opportunity: the comments could be interpreted as a
request for scenery.
That is the basis of Part 2.
simple bases to display stock was born. It did not
take long for me to realise putting raised boxes
would enable me to show twice as many
trains…. Three was too cramped, so the scheme
became a ply base with a box atop so one train
was displayed behind and above another. Think
of the display cabinets you see in model shops.
Additionally, the box could hold a train out of
sight and dust-free- a bonus!
One advantage of the idea was its simplicity: it
only took a Stanley knife (and no little effort!) to
cut the ply; nails would be replaced by glue and it
could be done without a workshop. It really was
simple. Even I could do it.

Construction
I was able to use ply left over from layout
building; thick card or plastic could work just as
well, with joints suitably strengthened. All that
was needed was enough thin ply, a ruler, glue of
choice (I used woodworking pva) and
a few optional small fillets of wood
to strengthen the corners, then
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OVER TO YOU

Mawddach estuary out-matches any scene in the world! It’s a rail journey I
last undertook many years ago and the train was hauled by a “Dukedog” no

1) Hi Mike

less. The motive power and carriages may have changed over time but the
scenery hasn’t! Editor

Regarding the chap (Neil Johnstone) who is after ideas for a holiday based
in Dolgellau……

The Editor,
Thank you so much for forwarding the letter from David Payne. The

We know the area pretty well and as well as the gold mines and the blue
lake (spectacular), there are Narrow Gauge and steam railways within easy
distance, ie Fairbourne, Talyllyn at Tywyn, Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland
AND Welsh Highland Heritage Railway at Porthmadog, Corris Railway, AND

information he gave is helping us enormously to plan our holiday. I am
looking forward to visiting “Wales’ Little Trains” for the first time in many
years, the kids love the idea of ‘gold panning’ and we are all looking forward
to our holiday very much.

of course the wonderful British Rail Conway Valley line from Blaenau
Ffestiniog to Llandudno via Betws y Coed.....not to be missed.

There are the Woollen Mills at Trefriw, very interesting.

What a great Newsletter this is and what great readers you have.

Keep up the great work that you do.
Yours most gratefully

Loads of walking/cycling, particularly along the old line from Mawddach
Junction along the old track then across the rickety toll bridge over the river

Noel Johnstone

to the Barmouth road and back across the famous Barmouth Railway
bridge....I have cycled this route with my son 3 times in the last 30 years!
The Mawddach estuary is one of the most beautiful in the country and you

2) A good evening to you, my dear Mike,

can walk from the station up a hill to get some very spectacular views.
As always I'm a late Newsletter reader and just noticed the cry for help from
There is also Barmouth of course with sun, sea, sand, pubs, cafes, fish,'n
chips, ice creams and some more walks including Precipice Walk.
The best way to do Barmouth is to take the Tywyn road to the Morfa
Mawddach station, park for nowt, walk across the railway bridge and the get
the train back!

If they are interested in motorbike racing there is an excellent racing circuit
at Tonfanau off the Tywyn road which holds 4 meetings a year.

I am not too sure, but there may be a visitor centre at the old Trawsfynydd
nuclear power station and there was always an excellent one at Tan-yGrisiau power station.

David Durling referring to his traffic lights. I have done a lot of fiddling
soldering during my model railroad career and believe that I am able to help
him. David should send the item to my address via standard DHL package
mail and should include the assembly instruction or at least a prototype
photo or even better, both.

If there appears an inquiry for aid in soldering model railroad accessories
don't hesitate to ask me or tell the desperate fellow modellers to contact me.

I have three different electrical soldering irons and four different gas
soldering irons, all of different sizes and determined for special tasks. In this
case I believe I could help David, if he has not already made his own
assembly job.

There is enough to do for a fortnight!!
For now, have a good time, sleep well, and enjoy your life.
Cheers and good luck!
Please, forward my best wishes to your "she-who-must-be-obeyed",
David Payne
Yours,
p.s. Further to these Welsh ramblings, there is, of course, the excellent main
line train tour round the coast from Pwllheli to Machynllych.

Udo

Udo, as ever, thanks for your kind offer.

Thank you for the info, David …. I’m sure it will prove to be of great help to

David managed to get some help from Shaun when he visited the Club

Noel (see last month’s “Over to You (2)” and, indeed, anyone else who is

recently and I hope this was enough to ‘set him on the right track’. I saw the

visiting the area and may be unfamiliar with it.

traffic lights in question ….. they are incredibly fiddly with very little room in
the main ‘box’ to allow for soldered connections to the three coloured

I’ve sited our caravan between Newtown and Machynlleth for the summer

L.E.D’s. I have no doubt that, if David finds the next steps equally daunting

and fully intend to pick up the Cambrian Coast line at Caersws and take a

(as I would!!), he will be looking for further help. Editor

return trip to Pwllheli. Not only are there great views of the coast, there are
also fabulous views inland toward Snowdonia and the view up the
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AND WHEN YOU’VE FINISHED WASHING THIS ONE

THE LAST WORD
As always, there comes a point when I have to review this Newsletter and
decide whether or not it is achieving its aims and objectives. I have to look at
its content and decide whether or not it is, with the material I have been given,
appealing to the widest possible audience. It is always an extremely difficult
monthly ‘balancing act’. I am very aware that amongst our readership there
are those who are just beginning their venture into the world of model
railways. I am equally aware that there are those amongst our readership who
are ‘super modellers’ and almost every spectrum in between! It is not always
possible to produce an issue of this Newsletter that is of interest to everyone.

Why do I keep plugging away at it then?

Simple.

Those who do have the ‘skills’. the ‘know how’, call it what you will, either pass
that knowledge on or the hobby dies. It really is that simple!

WHEN AMERICA PLAYED WITH STEAM TURBINE, THEY
PLAYED ‘BIG’

Nothing irks me more than very talented, able modellers keeping their
‘secrets’ to themselves. I, personally, know of at least a couple of extremely
talented, show quality, modellers who feel that it is somehow ‘beneath them’ to
help ‘lesser’ modellers. How selfish is that? And how guaranteed are their
actions (or lack of!) to further degrade our hobby? Our hobby is becoming
ever more difficult, so much more subject to the distractions of the internet,
video games, virtual reality scenarios …….. why bother actually building a
model railway when you can build a virtual one?

It is a hobby. Come on, please, it is not a personal domain! Share what you
know and we can all be the richer for it. And as a hobby, we can move forward
….. not take a retrograde step backward as each of us leaves the hobby and

AND YOU THOUGHT ‘TRANSFORMERS’ WERE
SOMETHING NEW?

takes our ‘secrets’ with us.

And that leads me very nicely into the “Over to You” column, which illustrates
the very point I’m trying to make. Two very different requests and two very
similar responses. One is asking for help to plan a holiday with grand children
and what a great response! There are more ideas there to fill 4 weeks holiday,
never mind two. Never mind who asked the question …… I’ve now got ideas
as to where I can take my grand children! I might be a bit South of the area in
question, but Tal-y-Llyn, Corris and the Vale of Rheidol are well within my
‘travel distance’. Any one else visiting this area has a wealth of ideas thanks to
sharing!

I’m no great shakes at soldering, especially ‘micro soldering’, but there are
those of us ‘out there’ who can and it is great that a request for help was
answered through these pages. That it was answered by a Club member
(Shaun) serves (to me) to show the value of a good Club support network. It is
also great to know that ‘back-up’ help is also on hand, should it be needed
(thanks, Udo) from amongst our wider readership …….. in this particular case
from GERMANY!!

Railway modelling is an opportunity for us, as adults, to create a perfect world
(or at least a part of it) or a part of the world we remember with nostalgia.
Neither is real. It is what we want it to be.. But it is created for us to enjoy.
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